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Coastal Electronic Technologies, Inc. 

 GMX560 Lockpick™ 
 

 Thank you for your purchase of the Coastal Electronic Technologies, Inc. GMX560 LOCKPICK. The 

GMX560 Lockpick is the replacement for the GMX550 and is the latest in a long history of Lockpicks designed to 

enable full and additional functionality to your factory GM navigation system. The GMX560  Lockpick 

incorporates many important standard features including: 

 

 NAVIGATION ADDRESS INPUT  in motion 

 DVD play and AUX input fully enabled (in equipped vehicles)  

 Audio/Video input 

 Special cables and connectors for plug-in installations that are completely reversible 

 Advanced use of steering wheel controls or remote control for Lockpick and Apple product operations 

 Full text menus on your radio and factory instrument panel of all Lockpick functions 

 USB update ability to keep current with new software revisions 

 Front/rear/left/right camera inputs and control for automatic operations or manual viewing anytime 

 iPod/iPad/iPhone/iTouch connection with activation of all available video functions 

   

 

At this time, Coastal Electronic Technologies, Inc. would like to recommend that you have this installation 

completed by a certified mechanic or someone familiar with automotive electronics. This installation, while not time 

consuming, does require careful attention to detail and precise following of installation instructions. 

Coastal Electronic Technologies, Inc.  accepts no responsibility due to the improper installation or use of this 

product.  Installation and / or use of this product implies and signifies user acceptance of this term of use.  Please 

adhere to all driving laws in your state. 

 
INSTALLATION 

OVERVIEW  

1. Remove radio trim panels to gain access to radio mounting screws. 

2. Remove the radio partially to expose rear connectors. 

3. Unplug factory connectors from radio and then plug them into Lockpick harness connectors.  

4. Plug in Lockpick harness connectors to radio. 

5. Connect camera(s) power and ground if installing aftermarket system(s). 

6. Reassemble and enjoy.  
 

This written guide will detail the connections for the Lockpick harness and provide reference for general installation and 

operations. The GMX560 is universal for many different GM models and individual dash disassembly is not addressed in this 

manual.  

 

1. Start with the car and radio turned off. The GMX560 is designed with a dual “T” harness, equipped with factory male 

and female connectors for direct connections to your screen. With access to the rear of the screen, unplug the 

matching Black and Brown connectors and plug them into the female connectors of your LOCKPICK. Then plug the 

male connectors of the LOCKPICK harness into the earlier factory locations. The connectors are keyed and cannot be 

plugged in to the wrong location.  For most installations, the disassembly needed to get to the rear of the screen will 

consist of “popping” loose the trim around the face of the radio to expose the 7mm or 10mm bolts holding the radio in 

position. Remove the bolts and the radio can be tilted rearward to view the connectors needed. The trim around the 

face of the radio is held in place with spring loaded friction locks which sometimes can require extra pressure to 

release. Videos and have been provided on the CoastalEtech.com website to provide you assistance as well as details 

and photos for Cadillac Escalade installations. 



 

 

                                    
 

2. The GMX560 Lockpick is a simple Plug-N-Play interface however additional wiring is labeled and available on your 

Lockpick harness. These connections may be used for your aftermarket accessory power needs.  

 

RED – 12V ACC power output (Limit 1 amp) This is an output, do not connect to vehicle wiring. If your accessory 

requires more than 1 amp, use this power output to control a relay connected directly to battery power.   

YELLOW – 12V constant battery power output 

BLACK – GROUND connection 

ORANGE W/BLACK stripe – 12V rear camera power output (use this power source for your aftermarket rear 

camera or for full control of your factory camera see step 3 below) 

RED W/BLACK stripe – 12V ADDITIONAL camera power output (use this as the power source for front/left/right 

view camera(s)) 

 

3. If you have a FACTORY REAR VIEW CAMERA and would like to be able to view and control it when in DRIVE, 

extend the ORANGE W/BLACK stripe 12V REVERSE wire labeled in your GMX560 harness. A crimp connector is 

already attached for your convenience. Route the wire along the edge of the console and down to the small silver 

module under the passenger seat. Slide the seat all the way back to view the connector on the front or side edge. 

Unplug the connector and cut the Blue wire pictured in the photo below (end wire, left side, from the back of the 

plug).  Attach the ORANGE W/BLACK stripe GMX560 wire to the blue wire on the vehicle connector. The other cut 

end of the wire in the factory harness should be insulated and left disconnected. Do not connect the Lockpick Orange 

w/black stripe wire without cutting the BLUE factory wire or improper operation will occur.  Also, early year Enclave 

and Acadias may place the camera module in the rear instead of under the passenger seat. Refer to website at: 

http://coastaletech/Acadia.htm for installation help. For 2008 and later H2 and all 2009-11 vehicle installations, extend 

and run the GMX560 BLUE wire to the back of the vehicle and connect directly to the rear view camera connector 

blue wire. Refer to website at:  http://coastaletech.com/Hummer.htm  for example install pictures.  

 

 

 

 
 

3. OPTIONAL FACTORY CAMERA 

LOCKPICK CONNECTION DETAIL 

 Unplug connector from module under 

passenger seat. 

 Cut blue wire 

 Attach Lockpick Orange w/Black stripe  

wire to blue wire of factory connector and 

plug connector back into module 

 Crimp completed connection Cover 

remaining loose end of blue wire left in 

factory harness and leave disconnected 

 Anytime factory camera use is now enabled 

by the GMX560 

Unplug connector from camera module under passenger seat 

and pull into view as shown. Cut and strip pictured blue wire as 

demonstrated and attach to wire included with your Lockpick. 

INSTALLATION DETAIL 

 
Unplug the matching connectors on 

the rear of the radio. Plug them into 

the matching connectors of the 

Lockpick harness. Then plug the 

remaining Lockpick harness 

connectors back into the original 

radio locations.  The connectors are 

unique and keyed so you cannot plug 

them into the wrong location. Insert 

the connectors fully until they click 

or are locked into place. 

http://coastaletech/Acadia.htm
http://coastaletech.com/Hummer.htm


 

 

 

 

For optional factory camera control in 2008 and later H2 and all 2009-12 vehicle installations, extend and 

run the Lockpick ORANGE W/BLACK wire to the connector bundle under the black cover located on the driver side 

upper floorboard. Under the connector cover, locate the white connector pictured in the photo below. Cut the blue 

wire shown and connect it to the Orange/Black stripe reverse camera power wire on the Lockpick harness. Cover and 

insulate remaining loose end of blue wire left in factory connector and leave disconnected.  

 

   
 

 

Connect all aftermarket cameras to the Lockpick module or harness as directed in the installation diagram 

provided with your instructions. Plug in the video connector from your camera to the correct input (front, 

rear, 2
nd

 rear, left, or right) and connect all power(s) connections to the RED W/BLACK stripe camera 

power wire on your GMX560 harness. Connect the ground(s) for your camera power to the Black ground 

connection on the GMX560 harness. 

 

 

Module DIP Switches: 

 

 The Lockpick module is equipped with programming DIP switches which allow the user to select additional 

options which may be desired for operation in specific vehicles.   

 For standard installations, all DIP switches should be left in the UP position. 

 Place switch 5 Down to block factory DVD video in motion. With switch 5 Down, the GMX560 will not 

allow the DVD to play on the front screen while the vehicle is moving. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

OPERATION OF THE GMX560 LOCKPICK 

 
 The GMX 560 Lockpick can be activated using either the steering wheel buttons or by pressing the 

direct function on the GMX560 remote (optional). The remote control allows common functions to be 

quickly accessed and easy operation of the various menus used within the Lockpick menu structure and 

Ipod searches. The instruction set will include operations using either method. 

 

 

    

To activate the GMX560 LOCKPICK using steering wheel buttons, press the MUTE (VOICE) button on 

your steering wheel (4) four times within 4 seconds. Text with menus and options will appear on your radio 

screen. Late model vehicles with the GM LINK radio system do not support the mute button press for 

activation. Press and hold the Source (SRCE) button on your steering wheel for 3 seconds to activate the 

Lockpick menus in GM LINK vehicles. 

 

 

 

 
 

The menu will remain on your radio screen for approximately 10 seconds after your last Lockpick 

operation. You may turn it off immediately by pressing the MUTE button 4x  (For GM LINK systems, 

press and hold the SOURCE button for 3 seconds.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use the  NEXT UP  ▲ to scroll 

up through the Lockpick 

menus. 

  

 

Press MUTE 4x within 4 

seconds to turn ON or OFF 

Lockpick menus. (GM LINK 

vehicles use the SRCE button) 

 

 

 

NEXT DOWN ▼ buttons to 

scroll up and down through 

the Lockpick menus. 

 

 

 

GM LINK radios - Press 

SOURCE (SRCE) and hold 

for 3 seconds to turn ON or 

turn OFF LOCKPICK menus.  

 

Tap SRCE to go BACK one 

level in the menus. 

 

 

 
Select any item or option using 

the SEEK  ►button. 



 

 

A complete list of text and options included in the GMX560 menus are listed below: 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

Initial display on radio screen. Press 
steering wheel  ▲ and ▼to scroll,  ► 

button to select and  SOURCE (SRCE) 
button to go back one level. 
 
- NAV in motion selected will 
automatically time out after 60 
seconds. 
 
- DVD  in motion has no time limit. You 
can turn it off manually or, it will reset 
to off when the car is taken out of 
Drive or turned off.  
 
- iPod Music automatically places the 
radio in the XM mode and activates 
audio +  IPOD  search graphics on 
screen.  
 
- iPod Apps is selected when audio or 
audio+video from your Apple device is 
desired. Select any function manually 
while in this mode on your device. 
 
- Aux A/V activates the A/V RCA inputs 
on your Lockpick module. 
 
- View Cam REAR, FRONT, LEFT RIGHT 
options activate the camera inputs on 
your Lockpick module and display the 
video on your radio screen.  
 
 
 

 

- Headrest Out Options activate a sub 
menu for selecting which audio and 
video source you would like output to 
your secondary screen or headrest A/V 
installations.  
 
- Additional Options activate a sub 
menu which allows the user to 
customize the activation of cameras 
automatically, select override 
configurations and more. 
 
- Info details the current software and 
hardware contained in your Lockpick 
module. 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

       
 

       
 

 

 

       
 

       

Within the Headrest Out options, you 
may select: 
 
- Screen (SCRN) – This will mirror 
what the Lockpick is putting on the 
main radio screen to the headrest 
output. 
 
- iPod – All iPod audio and video is 
sent to the headrest. 
 
- AUX – Audio and Video from the 
Lockpick A/V jacks will be sent to the 
headrest. 
 
- Selections for REAR, FRONT, LEFT OR 
RIGHT CAM will send the video from 
the selected camera to the headrest 
output for display continuously. 
 
 
 

 Within the Additional Options, you 
may select: 
 

Auto Rear – Activates the rear camera 
view whenever the vehicle is in 
Reverse gear. 
 

2nd Rear – Activates an alternate 
camera when the vehicle is in Reverse.  
 

Auto Front – Activates a front camera 
at speeds less than 7 mph for parking - 
Automatically turns off as the vehicle 
accelerates above 7 mph. 
 

Auto Turns – Activates left and right 
side cameras with turn signals.  
 

Override Config activates a submenu 
for Lockpick calibration with specific 
vehicles. 
 

Bluetooth HI –For aftermarket 
Bluetooth speaker level audio  
connection  
 

Media on AUX – Not applicable to 
GMX560.  
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: 

**During the time that you are using the 60 second NAV IN MOTION feature to input an address, 

active map tracking is not occurring (if you switch back to the map, the map will not be moving or 

pinpointing your exact location). Standard navigation functions will automatically return after 1 

minute or you can turn off the NAV IN MOTION function using your steering wheel buttons to 

immediately resume normal nav operation. Also, if you are using OVERRIDE MODE 1 or 2,  the 

GMX560 needs to block navigation tracking when you activate the DVD IN MOTION function. 

Simply turn off DVD IN MOTION if you switch back to the map during DVD play for normal 

operation. 

 

 

Within the Override Config Options, you 
may select: 
 
Mode 1 - MODE 1 is the default DVD and 
NAV override, compatible with most 
vehicles.  
 
Mode 2 - MODE 2 is used for many GMC 
and Acadia models. 
 
Mode 3 - MODE 3 is used for Cadillac 
applications where the user wants to press 
a button before DVD override. 
 
Mode 4 - MODE 4 provides an automatic 
DVD  override without button presses for 
Cadillac  and early 2007 GM radios 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Within the INFO selection, you may 
view: 
 
SW REV – Displays the current 
software on your Lockpick. This may 
be updated if our technical support 
determines that it is necessary. Do not 
update unless you are directed to do 
so. 
 
HW REV – Displays the component 
build of your Lockpick.  
 
 
 

 



 

 

GMX560 iPod/iPad/iPhone/iTouch Operation 

 
 The GMX560 includes functions to allow Audio and Video from Apple devices to play 
through your factory sound system as well as for it to be viewed on your factory radio screen.  

 
 The GMX560 will automatically enable the video output function if it is available on your 

connected device. This includes all iPod/iTouch/iPad/iPhone devices which support 
video output. NOTE: iPhone 5’s and iPads which use the lightning connector do not 

support composite video output and are not compatible.  
 It will also detect if your connected device supports iPod OUT graphical functions. 

Currently this function is available on iPhone/iTouch products which are using operating 

system 4.0 or greater as well as 6th generation Nanos. If your device does not support 
iPOD OUT, then you will automatically enter the iPOD APP mode for manual operation 

and control. 
AGAIN NOTE: iPhone 5’s and iPads which use the lightning connector do not support 

video iPOD OUT graphics and are not compatible.  
 

When the “IPOD MUSIC” option is selected from the GMX560 text, the GMX560 will advance the 
radio automatically to the XM mode on your radio (current XM subscription is not necessary).  

 The Lockpick will automatically activate and display the iPod OUT audio control 

graphical interface as well as album art when selected. 
 

  
 

 

          
 

SEEK > Toggles to  iPod  
APP mode 
 
SEEK > Turns Video ON and OFF 
  
 Use SRCE button to Go Back one 
level in search. Hold to return to 
Lockpick menus. 
 
 
Press Mute 4x to display radio 
menus and options 

Use SEEK UP button to scroll UP 
on-screen radio selections. For 
long lists, hold to search up 
alphabetically. 
 
 
Use  > button to select highlighted 
option.  After song has been 
selected, > button can also be 
used to toggle between play and 
pause. 
 
Use SEEK DOWN button to scroll 
DOWN  on-screen radio 
selections. For long lists, hold to 
search down alphabetically. 

After a song is playing, turn tuning knob 
to advance forward or backward in 
playlist. 

 



 

 

 

 
When the “IPOD APP” option is selected from the GMX560 menu text, the GMX560 will 
advance the radio automatically to the XM mode on your radio. The full touch screen on 

your Apple device is now enabled to allow you to run any app and listen to the sound or 
picture from any audio or video source stored on your device.  

 

      
       

 
 

 “APPs” or aftermarket programs you may have saved on your device can be 
accessed and the audio can be heard through your factory sound system while in 

the iPod APP mode. This includes Pandora radio, iHeart radio or other applications 

you may have purchased through iTunes. 
 

 If you have selected a movie saved on your device, music video or other 
multimedia source, the picture can be displayed on your front screen by selecting 

SEEK < button (Video ON) on your radio face as shown above. To exit the Video 
ON mode and return to audio only playing, simply press the SEEK < button on the 

radio again. 
 

 ** Your steering wheel buttons can still perform functions for PLAY, PAUSE, 

TRACK UP, TRACK DOWN, FAST FORWARD and REWIND while in the iPod APP 
mode.  These functions allow you to manipulate operations while in an APP such 

as skipping to the next song in Pandora or other functions available in internet 
radio apps. Also, if your device does not support iPod OUT graphics or if you just 

wish to perform your audio operations manually, these bonus functions allow you 
to perform standard functions right from the steering wheel without picking up 

your Apple device. 
 

 

    
 

 
 

       

ENJOY YOUR LOCKPICK!! 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
SEEK > Returns to iPod OUT graphics ( if 
available) in your device 
 
 
 
SEEK < activates front screen Video ON 
and OFF 
  



 

 

GMX560 Remote Control Operations 

 
 The Remote control for the GMX560 is battery powered (provided) and 

communicates with infra-red light to the included pickup sensor. The sensor plugs into 
the Lockpick module and should be placed in the vehicle at a location easily targeted by 

the remote. The steering wheel functions can be used along with the remote control 
functions at any time. The remote control can allow quicker access to many of the 

features of the GMX560 without navigating the menu structure needed by the steering 
wheel controls. Before using the remote for the first time, be sure and pull the plastic tab 

from the battery compartment to engage battery connections. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Activate Lockpick Menus, iPod 
functions, or Aux A/V inputs.  
 
Ipod mode will automatically enable 
iPod OUT graphics when available. 
You may press it to toggle between 
iPod OUT and iPod APPS modes 

Quickly view any camera connected  

Activate DVD Override ON or OFF  

Quickly select output to be viewed 
and heard on external screens  

Controls all menu scrolling and 
selecting for Lockpick and iPod 
operations.   

Program any connected camera to 
automatically turn on and off 
according to gear, speed, or turn 
signal activation. Radio will display 
and confirm selection on-screen.  Optional buttons – BLUE (A) will 

turn front screen video ON and OFF 
while leaving audio playing from 
iPod or Aux input  

Activate Nav Override ON or Off 
Automatically times out after 60 
seconds  

Select iPod Apps for video play or 
Apps and music selection on iPod. 

iPod Random play option  

OFF turns off any audio or video 
function  



 

 

       

 

USB UPDATING 

 

 
(make sure module is also connected to Lockpick harness and vehicle) 

 

 Your Lockpick interface includes the ability to be updated via a USB connection to a PC. This operation is 

only to be done when directed by our service staff. Updating to the wrong software or installing software meant for 

a different device will permanently stop your unit from working. Located on your Lockpick module is a common  

mini USB jack which can be connected to the USB jack on a laptop computer using a standard USB mini to USB 

connection cable . These cables are the same ones used to connect most camaras/camcorder/phones, etc. to a 

computer and are available in virtually all electronic departments.     

 A software program is available for download and installation on our website at 

www.coastaletech.com/usbupdate.htm   Download the application software and save it to your computer. Open the 

folder and select the SETUP file to install the FIRMWARE UPDATER program on your computer. When 

prompted, install the USB drivers included in the UPDATER software. On our website we provide updates and 

changes that will use the FIRMWARE UPDATER program to allow simple updates to your Lockpick module.  

 To perform an update to your module, download and save the desired Lockpick update from our website. 

Make sure the module is plugged into the Lockpick harness and connected to your vehicle with the key off. Plug in 

the USB cable to the Lockpick module and your computer. Wait while your computer recognizes the new device, 

then open the FIRMWARE UPDATER program on your computer and when prompted, browse to the location 

you saved the desired update. Start the update as directed in the software and do not stop the process once begun. 

After completion, disconnect the USB cable and start the car to use and explore the installed firmware changes. 

 
 

 
 

http://www.coastaletech.com/usbupdate.htm
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